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RIESZ SPACES VALUED MEASURES
AND PROCESSES
BY

NASSIF GHOUSSOUB (*)

ABSTRACT. — We give necessary and sufficient conditions for the weak convergence (resp.
strong convergence, resp. order convergence) of L1-bounded (resp. uniformly bounded, resp.
order bounded) supermartingales and, more generally, order asymptotic martingales valued in
Banach lattices.
RESUME. - On donne des conditions nccessaircs et suffisantes pour la convergence faible (resp.
tone, resp. pour Fordre) des surmartingales et plus generalement des martingales asymptotiques
pour Fordro a valeurs dans un treillis de Banach et qui sont bomees dans L1 (resp. uniformement
bomees, resp. bomees pour 1'ordre).

0. Introduction
This paper is mainly concerned with Riesz spaces valued measures and
processes. We first study the lattice properties of processes of vector
measures valued in an ordered vector space, but the main goal is to analyze
those Banach lattice-valued processes of random variables, which include
martingales, submartingales and supermartingales, that is an extension of the
notion of asymptotic martingales to the infinite dimensional
setting. Different extensions of this notion were studied by A. BELLOW
(uniform amarts), by R. V. CHACON, L. SUCHESTON and G. EDGAR (strong
amarts), by A. BRUNEL and L. SUCHESTON (weak amarts). In this paper
(section 11.3) we show that these notions do not, in general, preserve the
lattice properties of the real asymptotic martingales and we study another
notion (orderamart) which is stable under the lattice operation and shares
most of the properties of the other extensions.
(*) Texte recu Ie 25 novembrc 1979. revise Ie 30 novembre 1981.
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In section II. 2 we prove the Riesz decomposition for o-amarts, while in
sections II. 4, II. 5 and II. 6 we give necessary and sufficient conditions on the
Banach lattice and the "right" boundedness conditions on the processes to
ensure the weak convergence, the strong convergence and the order
convergence of these processes.
Some of the results included in this paper were obtained by the author with
Y. BENJAMINI and M. TALAGRAND to whom we are grateful for their invaluable
collaboration.
1. Riesz spaces valued measures
1.1. GENERALITIES
Let E be an order complete Riesz space (i. e. every majorized set ofE has a
supremum). We will say that a family (<?,) in E decreases to zero (and we will
write ^al0) iff(^) is directed downward and inf,^=0.
A net (x,) in E is said to be order convergent to x, if there exists e^[0 such
that: | x^ — x K e^ where a ^ P (P) which is equivalent to: sup, | jc, | exists and
lim sup x, = lim inf x, = x.
A net (.v,) in E is called o-Cauchy, if there exists e^[0 such that:
l-^x-^yl^p for all a, y^P(P). It is easy to show that a net(;y,) is
o-convergent if and only if it is o-Cauchy.
For complete studies of Riesz spaces we refer to the books ([24), [27]).
Let now (Q, ^, P) be a probability space and let £+ denote the positive
cone of £.
DEFINITION I . I . I . — A set function n : 3F -^ E is said to be a positive
measure iff^i is £+-valued, finitely additive and order-countably additive, that
is: for every disjoint sequence (AJ in y we have ^([Jn^n)^0^^ limit of
^5 H(AJ. It can be easily shown that the latter condition is equivalent to
the following property:
* If (A „) is a sequence of elements of ^, decreasing to 0, then n (AJ i 0.
DEFINITION 1.1.2. - A set function n : y -^ E is said to be a signed
measure iff ^ is the difference of two positive measures.
Suppose H is a signed measure which is the difference of the two
positive measures ^ and ^2. Since H^Hi, we can define for every
A e^, ^ (A)=supfig^n (Ar\B) which is a positive measure since
O^H'^^Hi^) for every A e^. Thus, ^ is the smallest positive
measure majorizing n.
TOME 110 - 1982 - ?3
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Also, if 7. and [i are two signed measures then P V ^ ^ - H H - X ) ' ^ . We
deduce easily the following:
PROPOSITION 1.1.3.- The class M^ (^, E) of the E-valued signed measures
is an order complete Riesz space.
1.2. ORDER ASYMPTOTIC MARTINGALES OF MEASURES

Let now (^n)n ^e an increasing sequence of sub-a-fields of ^ such that
^=<7 (Un^n)' Denote by T the set of bounded stopping times. A
sequence (nj of E-valued signed measures is said to be (^^)-adapted if for
every ncN, ^ is a signed measure on y'„. If o is a stopping time in T, we
define the a-field:
^={^6.-^; A n { c r = / ? } e ^ f o r e v e r y w 6 N } .
For CT€ T, we also define ^ on 3Fy by:
^ ( / l ) = ^ ^ ( A n { o = ^ } ) for each AeJ^.
It is easily seen that ^ is then a signed measure and that (Ho)o€T is adapted to
(^)oer.

DEFINITIONS 1 . 2 . 1 . — An ^-adaped sequence of signed measures (n^) is
said to be an order asymptotic martingale (o-amart) if the net {yig(0.) }oer ls
o-convergent. The sequence (nj is said to be a martingale (resp. sub or
supermartingale) if for every n e ^ and every A E ^\, ^+1 (A) = py, {A) (resp.
^ or ^). It is clear that every submartingale or supermartingale such that
^Pn I Hn I (^) exists is an o-amart.
The sequence is said to be an order potential {o-potent\a\)\f the net | ^ | (Q)
o-con verges to zero.
LEMMA 1.2.2. - Let (nj be an E-valued o-amart, then the net ^g(A)
o-converges to a limit [ i ( A ) for each A e U ^ ^ n ^ Uoer^'c and the
convergence is uniform, that is: there exists e ^ [ Q such that:
aeT

ami

CT^N(a)=>sup^^|^(A)-^(A)|^^.

Proof. - There exists e^iQ and N(a) such that ifc, p ^ N ( a ) then:
lHp(Q)-^(Q)|^^.

Let a^T^N(a).

For any Ae^^ define the following stopping time:
f T on A,
^ [ a on A'.
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It follows that:
IM^)-MA)|=|pp(ft)-Mft)|$e.,

if CT^x^N(a) and the net Ho (A) is o-Cauchy and hence o-convergent to
H(A). Letting cr go to infinity we get:
sup^JMA)-H(A)|^. whebever T>N(a).
1.3. RIESZ DECOMPOSITION OF ORDER AMARTS OF MEASURES:

THEOREM 1.3.1. - Every o-amart (?„) can be written uniquely as the sum of
a martingale m^ and an o-potential ?„.
Proof. - For every A^.3F^ let m^(A) be the o-limit of ^(A) given by
Lemma 1.2.2. It is easily seen that m,, is a signed measure for every n and
that (wj is a martingale since m^ i (A) = lim ^ (A) = w, (A) for A € ^. To
prove that pn==p^—m, is an ^-potential, we use again Lemma 1.2.2 to get:
SU

P^^IPo(A)|=sup^^|^(A)-Wo(A)|=sup^^|^(A)-^l(A)|$^,

whenever a e T and a > N (a). It follows that p^ (ft) ^ ^ if a > N (a). The
same holds for ?„, hence | pol(Q) o-converges to zero.
If^=w^-(-p, is another Riesz decomposition of(^) then, |w^—w,| is a
submaningale which is also an o-potential, hence m^ = m'^ and ?„ = ?„ and the
decomposition is unique.
COROLLARY 1.3.2. - If(^.n) ^ an o-amart such that lim inf|nj (ft) exists
then sup ^\^a\W exists.
Proof. - By Lemma 1.2.2, there exists e^[0 such that:
|^(A)-^(A)|<^

if m^n^NW

for every A e ^,.

Thus, for every Ae^, nJA)^^+liminf|^|(ft) and:
wJA)=o-lim^(A)^^+liminf|^|(ft).
Since it holds for every A e ^r^, we get that m^ (ft) ^ ^ + lim inf|n^| (ft) and
consequently | wj (ft) ^ ^ + lim inf|n^| (ft). Now (| wj )„ is a submartingale such that sup,, | wj (ft) = sup^ 7. | m^ \ (ft) exists, but clearly sup<, | p^ | (ft)
exists, hence sup^^|^|(ft) exists.
COROLLARY 1.3.3. - The classy of o-amarts(^)suchthat\miT^\^\{n)
exists is a Riesz space.
TOME 110 - 1982 - ?3
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Proof. — For that it is enough to notice that for every aeT,
-1 Po I < ^ - w^ ^ I p^ I. If lim infj nj (Q) exists, then sup,, m^ (0) exists,
hence m^ (Q) o-converges and consequently ^ (ft) o-converges.
2. Banach lattices valued random variables

2.1. GENERALITIES
Let £ be a Banach space. A function p : 3F -^ £ is said to be a vector
measure if H is finitely additive and countably additive for the norm topology
in E. An application X : ft ->• E is said to be strongly measurable if X is
almost everywhere norm limit of £-valued simple functions. A strongly
measurable function X is said to be Bochner integrable iff
||X||rfP<oo. For more details on vector measures we refer to the
book [12].
Let now £ be a Banach lattice. We recall that £ has an order continuous
norm if and only if each order convergent net in £ is norm convergent. A
well-known characterizations of weak sequential complete Banach lattices is
that every norm bounded increasing sequence is norm convergent.
An £-valued vector measure ^ is said to be of bounded variation if
sup,, ^g, || H (A) || < oo where the supremum is taken over all finite partitions
n of ft. We denote by:
jy[y, E) the space of £-valued norm-countably additive measures;
^(,(^, £) the subspace of M {3F, E) consisting of the measures of
bounded variation;
M^', E) the subspace of M^ {3F', E) consisting of the differentiable
measures (n(^)=

JA

X dP where X is Bochner integrable).

M\{3P\ £) the space of signed £-valued measures.
The following relations between the different sets of measures defined
above are easily verifiable.
(i) In any Banach lattice £ we have M^ (^, ^^^ (^, £).
(ii) £ has an order continuous norm if and only if ^(^, ^^^(e^, £).
(iii) £ is weakly sequentially complete if and only if
^(^,£)£^(^,£).
(iv) We will say that £ has the Radon-Nikodym property if and only if
^(^,£)=^(^,£).
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Note also that if E has an order continuous norm then M^(f^ E) is an
order ideal in M^(y, E) and that the space M^y, E} equipped with the
norm N(u)==|||^|(Q)|| is a Banach lattice which has an order continuous
norm.
2.2. DECOMPOSITION OF O-AMARTS OF RANDOM VARIABLES

Let (XJ be an .^-adapted sequence of £-valued Bochner integrable
random variables.
DEFINITIONS 2.2.1. — The sequence (X^) is said to be an o-amart (resp. an
o-potential) if ( LX\J

o-converges in E (resp. ( |XJ ] o-onverges to

zero ].
The sequence (X^) is said to be a submartingale (resp. a supermartingale) if
) is increasing (resp. decreasing).
(I-\Xy
It is clear that (XJ is an o-amart (resp. submartingale or supermartingale)
J

Aer

if the measures (X^P) form an o-amart (resp. a submartingale or
supermartingale) in the sense of section I. If the space E has also an order
continuous norm, then for every w6N,|Jf,P|=|X^|.P, and the two notions
of o-potentials coincide.
We denote by ^ (resp. s/^) the spaces of o-amarts (X^} such that
lim inf

| X^ \ exists (resp. lim inf 11 X^ \ \ < oo ).

PROPOSITION 2.2.2. — (1) If E has an order continuous norm then sS\ is a
Riesz space.
(2) If E is weakly sequentially complete then ^ is a Riesz space and
^c^.
Proof. - (l)Let^=X^.P. If (XJ €^g then lim inf |nJ(n) exists, hence
(U^) is also an o-amart. But ^ =X^" P since £ has an order continuous
norm.
(2) Again let ^=X^.P and let H»=w^+p^ be its Riesz
decomposition. Following [14], we observe that:
variation m^ ^ lim inf || X^ \\.
TOME no - 1982 - ?3
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To see this, given e>0 choose disjoint sets A,, f = l , ..., k so that
variation (wJ—^^JIw^A,)!!^. Next, find N so large that n>N
implies for all i:
||mJA,)~[ XJ|<E/A:.

,.,
Now:

JA,
liminf^U f X, ^liminf^ f ||^J|^liminf fl|^J|,
I J4,

J^.

J

which implies that:
variation w^lim inf ||XJ|+2£.
Note now that || | wj (ft) || ^ || m^ || (Q)^liminf f|| X^ \\. Hence (| wj (ft))
is increasing and norm bounded in the weakly sequentially complete
space E. Therefore, sup,, | m^ | (Q) exists. Since sup^g r | pj (Q) exists, we
get that sup^

| XJ exists and the result follows from the first part of the

proposition.
THEOREM 2.2.3. - For a Banach lattice £, the following properties are
equivalent:
(1) E is weakly sequentially complete;
(2) every o-amart (X^) in ^ can be written uniquely as X^ = Y^ + Z^ where
(Y^) is a martingale and (ZJ is an o-potential:
(3) every suhmarim^ale (X,,) in -o^ can he written uniquely as X,, = Y^ — Z^
where (Y,,) is a martingale and (ZJ is a positive supermartingale and an
o-potential.
Proof. — (l)^(3)followseasilyfromthefactthatif(XJisasubmartingale
in j^, then, for every nc N, the sequence of random variables { E^" [XJ;
m^n} is increasing and norm bounded in L1 [£], hence convergent to Y^ in
L1 [E\. The sequence (VJ is a martingale and (Y^ - XJ is a supermartingale
and an o-potential.
(3) => (1) is straightforward by considering norm bounded increasing
sequences in E.
(!)=> (2) By the preceding proposition, every o-amart in ^ is the
difference of two positive elements of ja/^ ^us it is enough to prove the
decomposition for positive o-amarts.
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Let u^==<Y,.P the positive o-amart. Write U»=w,+p, its Riesz
decomposition and recall that for every n, w,(A)=o-lim [ly (A) uniformly in
A 6 y ^. It follows that yip converges to w, in the Banach lattice M^ (y, E)
equipped with the order continuous norm N 4i) == || | n | (12) ||. Since the lattice operations are continuous in this space, we get that yip A keP -^ w^ A keP
for every k. Clearly, }ip^keP=(Xp/\ke).P and from the remarks of
section 2.1 we getay;e£ 1 [£],()< y;«:<? a. e.andw,A<^.P==y;.P. The
same reasoning as in the preceding proposition gives that:
f|| V; ||= variation K A J^)$liminf jl|A^A^||<liminf ||^||<oo.
Thus the sequence (Vi\ is increasing and norm bounded in £1 [£], hence
convergent to V, in ^[E}. Now, it is enough to show that
m, = V^. P. Letting v, = X^. P, we have:
l v n"• w nl^l v n•• v n A ^ - P| + l v n A ^^~•^ l p A ^^I

+|^A^P-^|+|pp-mJ,
which clearly implies that v,==m,.
2.3. THE OTHER NOTIONS OF AMARTS

An .^-adapted sequence (X^) in L1 [E\ is said to be a strong amart (resp.
weak amart) if the net ( \Xy ]

converges strongly (resp. weakly). It is

known [18] that (X^) is a strong amart if:
lim^^(£^[^a]-^n)=0 in Pettis norm.
The sequence {X^) is said to be a uniform amart [3] if:
lim,^n;a.,^oo Jll^W-^11 -0.

We now give the analogous characterisation of o-amarts.
THEOREM 2.3.1. — IfE has an order continuous norm then the following are
equivalent:
(1) (X^) is an o-amart.
(2) ^lim^^,^f|^-£^[XJ|=0.
TOME 110 - 1982 - ?3
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Proof. - If (X,) is an o-amart, there exists e, [ 0 such that:

i LX-pr \X,
r <e,
I J

if

p,o^P(a).

J

Let <r > T > P (a). For any A € y^ de&ne the following stopping time:

-{;

p=.}
'
a

onA?

on A'.

Thus,
[(^-£^[XJ)=[^-[z,= fxp- k,

Since:
P^P(a): f^,-£^[^J<^

if

a>T>P(a)

JA

and:
^PA^

X,-E^[X^e^

if a>t^P(a).

Hence:
f(^-£^[Xjr^

if a^T^P(a).

The same holds for [^-^[^J]- and finally we get:
(\X^E^[XM^

if a^T^P(a).

We now compare the notion of o-amarts to the other notions. We note
first that:
{uniform amarts} c {strong amarts} £ {weak amarts}.
THEOREM 2.3.2. — (1) £ has an order continuous norm if and only if
{ o-amarts } £ {strong amarts }.
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(2) £ is isomorphic (as a topological vector lattice} to an A — M space if and
only if { strong amarts }^{ o-amarts }.
(3) £ is isomorphic (as a topological vector lattice) to an A — L space if and
only if {o-amarts} S {uniform amarts }.
Proof. — (1) is obvious.
(2) If £ is an A — M space and ( LX\y) is norm convergent hence it is norm
convergent in E" which is an A —M space with unit hence isomorphic as a
topological vector lattice to a C (K) where K is compact stonian. The order
convergence follows from [26]. The reverse implication follows from
(p. 243, [27]) since every null sequence is then order bounded.
(3) Let (XJ be an o-amart and £ be an A — £ space. Then by (p. 244,
[27]) there exists/e£+ such that |MK/(M) for all ;ce£. Using
Theorem 2.4.1. we get that:
f||X,-£^PUK f/(|X,-£^[XJ|)

and hence goes to zero when CT^T -^ oo.
Suppose now £ is not an A —L space, thus by (p. 242, [27]) there exists a
positive summable sequence (;cJ in £4. such that ^ || x^ II = oo. Hence, we
may find an increasing sequence of integers (m^ such that
E^+i II ^n II ^ L Without loss of generality, and by multiplying some x^ 's
by coefficients smaller than 1, we can assume ^t^+i ||^J| = 1.
For every k e f^j, divide the interval [0,1] into (m^ +1 — m^) sub intervals A^n
such that the length of each A^n is || jcj|. Let ft; = [0,1], ^. is the Lebesgue
measure, ^, the Borel sets, 0 = f^N ^,, ^ = BeN L and p = BeN ^ Let
cDfc denote the k-ih coordinate of co e Q. Define the sequence of £-valued
random variables X^ : 0 -» £ by:

^(<")= L"^., ——1....(^)+ L>^ ^
II "n II

The sequence (.Y,,) is an o-amart. In fact it is a positive
supermartingale. Since the X^ 's are independent, it is enough to show that
£[XJ^.,.

£^j(co)=^.^jixjir-^+^,^,j
L

)1

""

J

= Z^i ^+ L>^ ^^i^ i ((0)TOME 110 - 1982 - ?3
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The sequence X^ = ^m,+1 ^; decreases to zero since (;cJ is summable, so
is the net (

Xy\

\ J

.

AeT-

Now, (ATfc) is not a uniform amart since if it was (|| A^ ||) must converge to
zero, which obviously is not the case.
COROLLARY 2.3.3. — The notions of uniform amarts ando-amarts coincide if
and only if E is finite dimensional.
Proof. — E will then be an A — L and an A — M space.
COROLLARY 2.3.4. — The no lions of strong amarts ando-amarts coincide if
and only if E is Co(F).
Proof. — It follows from the fact that an A—M space with an order
continuous norm is isomorphic to Co(F)[24].
Now, we show that generally the space of strong amarts is not a Riesz
space. Recall that (XJ is said to be a strong potential if(X^) converges to
zero in Pettis norm.
THEOREM 2.3.5. — (1) The Banach lattice E is isomorphic {as a topological
vector lattice) to an A—M space if and only if the absolute value of every strong
potential is a strong potential.
(2) E is weakly sequen t tally comple te if and only if the absolu te value of every
^-bounded martingale is a strong amart.
(3) E is finite dimensional if and only if the ^-bounded strong amarts form a
Riesz space.
Proof. - (1) Let £ be an A-M space, E" is then a C(K) where K is a
stonian compact. There is no loss of generality if we suppose
E=C{K). Let now (XJ be a strong potential, that is sup^^ ||
We claim that

r
•/

JA

XJ|-»0.

| Xy \ norm converges to zero, thus that | X^ \ is a strong

potential.
Suppose not, then there exists e>0, such that for every we t^J, there exists
(?„ e T, n ^ CT^ ^ m^ and ^ e K and:
f|^(0))(/J|rfP(co)^E.
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Clearly A = {®; X^ (®) (rj ^ 0} 6^ and:
f^(G))(rJrfP((o)>e/2.
Define the stopping time:
pfn

f a, on A,
[p^rn^ on A".

We have:

J^.

f^(G))(^)+
^(G))(^)+ f
JA
J^

X.(^)(tn)

^((o)(fj

Since the third term goes to zero when p -+ oo, we may then find /?„ large
enough such that:
| fx^((o)0,)|^e/4.
I Ja

which is a contradiction.
Suppose now that E is not an A — M space, hence by [27], there exists a
summable sequence (xj in E such that (| x, |) is not summable. By OriiszPettis theorem, there exists/e£+, such that/(|;cj) is not summable
(absolutely summable in R). We may construct an increasing sequence of
integers (wj such that:
L^^i/d^D-l.
For every keN, divide the interval [0,1], into (w^+i—w^) sub-intervals
A^ „ such that the length of each A^ „ is/ (| xj). Let ft = [0,1] and P be the
Lebesgue measure. Define:
X,:

(ft,^.P)^£,

^(0))=&^1

f(\Xn\)

1^.((0).
Ak
-

For every k, ^\ will be the o-algebra generated by { X^, X^ ..., X,,}. Let
a be a bounded stopping time ^N. For each k ^ N , let
^ n == ^k, n ^ {<7 =^}. We have for every D € ^,
X.

L.JJc

iDnto'R!

TOME 110 - 1982 - ?3
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Since DnB^cA^ „,
^n^J
/(IxJ) =ak ^ 15

thus:

sup

1

^ J.^rP^^^ ^'
f ^ ^|L^2>^i

•M

II

which goes to zero since (xj is summable. However (| X^ \ is not a potential,
since if it was,/(| X^ \) must converge to zero a. e. But, it is easy to chech
that/(|^J(o)))=l for each n and each CD eft.
(2) To prove that CQ does not embed in £, consider (VJ an independent
sequence of real valued random variables taking the values ± 1 with
probabilities 1/2, 1/2. Clearly, the sequence:
X,:

(Q.^,P)^Co,

^(co)=(yo, ^i, ..., ^0,0, ...),

is an Z^-bounded martingale (||.YJ|^==1).
On the other hand, | X^ \ =(1,1, ..., 1,0,0, . . . ) is not norm convergent
to an element of CQ.
(3) Follows from the fact that a weakly sequentially complete A — M space
is finite dimensional.
2.4. WEAK CONVERGENCE OF O-AMARTS. - An adapted sequence (XJ in
^[E] is said to be a weak potential if for every A in Un^n» ( \ ^n}
converges weakly to zero. We say that (XJ is of class (B) if
sup,,r f l l ^ J I < o o .

In [8], it is shown that every separable subspace of £ has a separable dual
(£' has R.N.P.) if and only if every £-valued weak potential of class (B)
converges weakly a. e. We now show that if we restrict ourselves to positive
potentials, then the R.N.P. in the dual is not needed.
For every subspace F of£, we denote by dens (F) the density character ofF
and for every subset A of£, denote by H^ the smallest closed ideal generated
by A. An element u in £+ is said to be a quasi-interior point if Hi^ ==£.
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THEOREM 2.4.1. — For a Banach lattice E the following properties are
equivalent:
(1) Every closed separable sublattice ofE has a quasi-interior point in the
dual;
(2) every E'valued positive weak potential of class (B) converges weakly a. e.;
(3) for every closed sublattice F ofE, there exists A in F\ card (A) ^ dens (F)
such that H^F\
Proof. - (1)=>(2). Let (ZJ be a positive weak potential of class
(B). Using the maximal inequality of [10], we get that supJ|ZJ|<oo
outside a set fto with P(^-o)=°' Since (ZJ is almost separately valued,
there exists a separable sublattice F such that P[Z^eF]= 1 for every n.
Let u be a quasi-interior element in F+. Clearly, (u(ZJ) is an Z^-bounded
real potential, hence u(Z^)^0 outside Q., with P(ftJ=0. Let/be any
element in F+, we have:
/(ZJco))=/ A mu(ZJ(o))+(/-/ A mu) (ZJ®)).

Clearly, / A wi((Z^(co)) converges to zero outside Qy when w-» x and
lim^(/-/AmM) (Z^(G)))==O uniformly in n, outside fto Thus /(ZJ
converges to zero outside fto u fty.
(2) => (3). We can suppose F = £. Let X denote the positive part of the
unit ball of E' equipped with the weak-star topology. It admits a base of
open sets of cardinality a = dens (£). Suppose (3) is not satisfied, that is if
Ac:E' is of cardinality ^a, then H^E\
We will need the following lemma.
LEMMA 2.4.2. - Lei W=u{ V weak-star open set of K such that there
exists AaE\ card A ^ a and Fc:^+(l/2) K}. Then: L^K\W is non
empty and for every open set V^Q) qfL and all v in E ' we have:

v\^^xW
Proof of the lemma. — Since {JiH^H^^^nd W has a base of open sets of
cardinality = a, we have W<=-H^-}-(\II} K for one A with card A^a. If
W=K, we have Kc:H^+ (1/2) K and since H^+H^=R^ by induction we
get that K <= H^ + (1 /2") X, thus K <= H^ and J^ being closed, E' = ^4 which is
a contradiction. Thus L^(D.
Set now / = [0,1] and ^ the Lebesgue measure on /. We shall construct an
increasing family of finite algebras {3F'„) on J, and a sequence of £+ valued,
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.^-measurable random variables, and for every t in J, closed subsets V^(t)
of L verifying the following conditions:
(a) ^=inf{?i(B);Be^}>0;
(b) ||£^[^i](OK2-"^,/e7;
(c) | | X J O | | ^ l , f e J ; ^ € ^ ;
{d} ^.(r)^0 and ^(r)^(r),reJ;
(e} F o r / 7 e ^ ( r ) , A ( X J r ) ) ^ l / 3 :
(./ ) vnW is constant on each atom of 3F„.
Denote by B the positive unit ball of £.
Suppose the construction is made till the rank n. Let Z be an atom
of 3F„. Let V be the only representative of the (V^(t}) for / in Z.
Set D = { ; C € B ; /26F, A(.x)^l/2} and C=conv D. We first prove
that d(0, C)=0. If not, the norm being increasing on £+, we have
^(0, C+£+)==rf(0, C)=P>0. By Hahn-Banach theorem, there exists /
in E ' with />? on C+£+, that is an /^O with / ^ p on D. By Lemma
2.4.2, there exists he f' such that /z^Jf^+(l/2)X. Let w ^ 2 p ~ 1 . Then,
^[0,/]+(1/2) X-£+ which is weak-star closed. Again, by HahnBanach theorem, there exists x in £, ||x||=l such that for every keK,
0^^/z/and /€£',, we have g{x)+(l/2) k(x)-l(x)^h{x). Thus .ve£+
and since (l/2)k(x)^h{x) for ^ € K , we have h(x)^l/2. Finally
^/*(x)^/?(x)^l and /(.v)=0. This contradiction shows that
rf(0, C) == 0. Hence, there exists a finite family (x,),^ of D and real numbers
oc,>0 such that ^a,.==l and [|^a..v,.|| ^2"".
Divide now Z into A- disjoint subsets Z, of measure a,^.(Z) and define X^^ i
on Z by ^.^(^.v, if reZ,. Also set:
V^,(t)=Sh€y^t);h(X^,(t))^^\.

For each n, let fl^= X^. If ^n+\ ls ^ smallest a-field generated by
X^i, we get

a^

^"-[A-J,

hence

||flJ|^2- n+l

^_i.

Set

^Sp^p/^-^thenll&J^-^2. Letnowy„(^)=A r „(0-^^fornnI.
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We get that || Y^(t)\\ <3. Also, (Y^) is a supermartingale. Indeed, for
reZ. we have:

£'^"l^l](0==^l+£^[^^](/)=^l+—— (\^
^^ Jz

m z^ f ^ 1 ^ ^ 1 ^ ^ '
^^^m
( )J
^n

Thus.E^ty^J^^y,
Moreover,

11 Rn
r 11 = ll^n+M ^2'
il •'

n+3

norm converges to zero.

ll

On the other hand, for every h in ^ (/), h (Y^(t)) > h (X^ (f))^l/3. hence if
h e H „ V^ (t) which exists from (rf), h (V, (t)) ^ 1 /3 for every n. Thus if (VJ
converges weakly, the limit cannot be zero which is absurd.
(4) =>(!) follows from the fact that if A = { ^ , n e N } and
^L^WKII) then, H^ =fl^
COROLLARY 2.4.3. — For a Banach lattice £, the following properties are
equivalent:
(1) £ Aoy ?A^ R.N.P. and every separable sublattice ofE has a quasi-interior
point in the dual;
(2) every E-valued o-amart of class (B) converges weakly a. e.
Proof. — Follows from the Riesz decomposition and the preceding
theorem.
Now, we prove that we cannot weaken the (B) boundedness in order to still
get the weak convergence of positive potentials.
THEOREM 2.4.4. — IfE is a Banach lattice, the following properties are
equivalent:
(1) E is isomorphic (as a Banach lattice) to an A—L space;
(2) every E'valuedo-potential (or positive weak potential) converges weakly
a. e.;
(3) every ^-bounded o-potential (or positive weak potential) converges
weakly a. e.

Proof. - (1) -r (2), (3) follows from Theorem 2.4.1.
(3) =^ (1) As in Theorem 2.3.2, suppose there exists (;cJ in £+ summable,
such that ^"^+11| x^ \\ = 1 for an increasing sequence of integers (m^). For
each A:, divide the. interval [0, 1 / k ] into (m^+1 -m^) disjoint subintervals(A^ ^)
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such that the length of each A,^ is ||jc,||/JL Set A^=U;'-^.nA,^.
Let (Q, 3F, P) be as in Theorem 2.3.2 and define:
X,:

Q^£.

by:

x,«o)= j ^--^iCT1--^^^---^
£y>m»+i^j

tf

if

^ €A -

®k^k-

It is easily seen that (X,,) is an Z^-bounded positive supermartingale which
is an o-potential (also a weak potential).
To
show
that (X^) is not
weakly
convergent, let
Bk={(oeft; co^eA^}. The sets (B^) are independant and
^k P (Bk) = ^ 1 I k = oo, hence from the Borel-Cantelli theorem, almost all co
belongs to an infinite number of B^ But if G) 6 B^, || X^ ((o) || ^k and (A\)
cannot converge weakly.
COROLLARY 2.4.4. — If E is a Banach lattice, the following properties are
equivalent:
(1) E is isomorphic (as a Banach lattice) to an I1 (F);
(2) each E-valued o'amart in j^^ is weakly convergent a. e.;
(3) each E-valued o-amart in ^ is weakly convergent a. e.
Proof. - (l)=>(2)followsfromtheRieszdecompositionandthefactthatin

r

r

an A - L space if sup, ||X^
X^|\exists
existsthen
then sup,
sup, |||| X, || < oo.
(3) =^ (1) An A —L space with the Radon-Nikodym property is an /1 (F).
The following corollary shows that if£is infinite dimensional, then the real
valued submartingales and supermartingales convergence theorems hold if
and only if E is /1 (F).
COROLLARY 2.4.5. — The following are equivalent:
(1) £ is an I1 (F) for some set F;
(2) each E-valued positive supermartingale converges weakly a.e.;
(3) each E-valued submartingale such that sup, \X^ exists converges
weakly a. e.
2.5. STRONG CONVERGENCE OF 0-AMARTS

We first show that the strong convergence of (B) bounded o-amarts
generally fails.
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THEOREM 2.5.1. — The following properties are equivalent:
(1) £ is isomorphic (as a Banach lattice) to an A—L space;
(2) every E-valued o-potential (or positive weak potential) converges
strongly a. e.;
(3) every E-valued o-potential (or positive weak potential) of class (B)
converges strongly a. e.
Proof. — The same as in Theorem 2.3.2, since we exhibit a positive
supermartingale of class (B) which is not a uniform potential, hence not
strongly convergent to zero.
COROLLARY 2.5.2. — The following properties are equivalent:
(1) E is isomorphic to a I1 (T);
(2) each E-valued o-amart of class (B) converges strongly a. e.
COROLLARY 2.5.3. — The following properties are equivalent:
(1) E is isomorphic to ^(F);
(2) E has the shur property and a quasi-interior point in the dual.
Proof. — I f £ has the shur property, and a quasi-interior point in the dual,
then every E-valued ^-potential of class (B) converges weakly, thus
strongly. By the preceding theorem, E is an A — L space. The Kakutani's
representation theorem gives that E is an L1 [n] for some measure H. If H is
not purely atomic, L1 [n] will contain a sublattice isomorphic to L1 [0, 1]
which contradicts the shur property. Hence E is an /1 (F).
We now show that o-amarts valued in a weakly compact set do not
necessarily converge strongly like martingales do. The following example is
of a supermartingale valued in the unit ball of /2 which is not strongly
convergent.
Example. - Let (Q, ^, P) be as in theorem. Define X^: (ft, ^, P) ->- ^
by:
1
—;
[X,(co)L.^=

1

..
if m<n\

k-1
k
if m=n and -^,-^co^<^;
0 otherwise,

for each w, n and 1 ^y:^".
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It is easily seen that {X^) is a positive supermartingale which converges
weakly to 0. It is uniformly bounded since:
ll^n^l^l+L.^f^Y^^l

It is not convergent in norm to zero since || X^ ((o) Hi ^ 1- However, if one
considers weakly compact sets which are "close" to order intervals, we can
get strong convergence. The reason is the following theorem which shows
that weakly compact order intervals "behave" like compact sets, namely that
their extreme points are denting.
THEOREM 2.5.4. — A Banach lattice E has an order continuous norm if and
only if whenever {x^) is a sequence in £, O^x^^xandx^ converges weakly to
zero then it converges strongly to zero.
Proof. — (1) Let 0 ^ x^ < x and x^ -^ x weakly. For every denting point z
of [0, .v], A ^ V Z - ^ X weakly, hence x ^ / \ z converges weakly to z and
consequently x^ A z -»z strongly. From [25], we get that x^ A z -*• z strongly
for every z in the convex hull of the denting points. Now, write
x — x^ < 2 {x — z) 4- (z — z A x^) and use that a weakly compact set is the closed
convex hull of its denting points to get the result.
(2) If £ does not have an order continuous norm then there exists an
increasing sequence (xj order bounded by x and not norm Cauchy, that is
there exists a>0 and a subsequence (^) of (xj so that the vectors
MJ=A'^ —x^ satisfies ||^.||^a and u^x for all j. Clearly Uj->0 weakly
and not strongly which is a contradiction.
COROLLARY 2.5.5. — If E has an order continuous norm and (xj, (>'„) are
two sequences verifying:
(i) O^^.Vn;
(ii) x^ -^ x weakly and y^ -» x strongly then x^ -+ x strongly.
Proof. - Clearly, A'^A-^V v^^v.v, hence A-^VA-^A- weakly and
A'n A x -^ x weakly thus strongly. But:
0^(^-A-J^^-^AA'^|^-X|+|A--^AX|,

which gives the strong convergence of {x^).

We now give a general form of Theorem 2.2.1. It will allow us to prove
the strong convergence of two subclasses of L1 -bounded o-amarts.
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THEOREM 2.5.6. — If E is weakly sequentially complete and (X^) is an
o-amart such that 0 ^ | XJ ^ V,, where (Y^isan ^'bounded norm convergent
sequence in L1 [£], then {X^) converges strongly a. e.
Proof. - The sequence (X^) is Z^-bounded, hence we can suppose (X^)
positive and 0 $ X^ < V,. Now, V< X^ v V$ Y^ v Y where Y is the limit of
(V,). Thus X^ v Y converges weakly to Y and therefore strongly. For
/e£+,/(XJconvergesa.e.,hence/(X,A V) converges a. e. But(X,A V)
is valued in the weakly compact set [0, y(co)], thus it converges weakly to a
Bochner integrable X^. Therefore, X^ converges weakly a. e. to X^. Let
Zn = ^n - £^" t^oo]. It is an o-potential. Now, O^Z^X^ Y^ The
sequence (Z^ A Y) converges weakly to zero, therefore strongly. Also,
(Z^ v Y) converges weakly to Y and therefore strongly since:

o^z^vr^vy.
It follows that (Z^) converges strongly a. e. Again, 0 ^ Z^ ^ £^" [X^] and
the same proof gives that (Z^) converges strongly a. e.
2.6. POSITIVE SUBMARTINGALES AND HYPOMARTINGALES

DEFINITION 2.6.1. — An o-amart (X^) is said to be an hypomartingale if for
every A e U n ^ n ? ^e sequence ( \ X^} converges while being below its
limit. If £ is weakly sequentially complete and (XJ is an Z^-bounded
hypomartingale, then X^ = M^ - Z,, where (MJ is a martingale and (ZJ is a
positive weak potential.
We can now state the following.
THEOREM 2.6.2. — The following properties are equivalent:
(1) E has the Radon-Nikodym property;
(2) every ^-bounded positive submartingale converges strongly a.e.;
(3) every ^-bounded positive hypomartingale converges strongly a.e.
Proof. - Since X,=M,— Z^,(MJ is norm convergent and O^Z^M,,,
the theorem follows from Theorem 2.5.6.
This theorem shows the surprising difference between positive
submartingales and positive supermartingales in infinite dimensional
spaces. On the other hand, it shows how the order structure blends with the
Radon-Nikodym property and that the R.N.P. in Banach lattices appears
like the random analog of weak sequential completeness since submartingales
can be considered as "randomly.increasing sequences".
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2. 7. ORDER BOUNDED 0-AMARTS

The results of section 2.6 clearly imply that order bounded o-amarts norm
converges a. e. In this section, we show that they are even order convergent.
The key of the proof is to show an inequality extending the one of
R. V. CHACON in the real case [3]. That is if (X,) is an Z^-bounded
(^^)-adapted sequence of real random variables such that ( \Xy)

is

bounded then the following holds:
[(lim sup^-lim infXJJP^lim sup^,^ !(X^X,)dP.
In the finite dimensional case, the I^-boundedness implies— via the
maximal inequality—that the process is finite a.e. In the infinite
dimensional case, such a property is not satisfied, so we must assume that for
almost all co in Q, sup,, | X^ (co) | exists in the Banach lattice, at least to assure
the existence of lim sup X^ and lim infX^.
Clearly, the inequality is of interest in ordered spaces where the order
convergence is stronger than the norm convergence, that is in spaces which
have an order continuous norm.
We shall start recalling some well-known facts.
LEMMA 2.7.1. — Let E be an order continuous Banach lattice which has a
weak unit, then there exists a probability space {X, E, p) such that E is order
isometric to an ideal of L1 [X, Z, n].
For a proof, see LINDENSTRAUSS and TZAFRIRI [24].
The following lemma is also standard.
LEMMA 2.7.2. — For every Bochner integrable random variable
X : (Q, y , P) -^ L1 [X, £, n], there exists Y: ft x X ^ IR, ^®£ measurable
such that P o. e. y(co, .) represents X(o^). Moreover, Y is unique modulo a
P®^i negligible function. The following also holds:
(i) XeZ^[P]^yeLR(P®n] where £=L 1 [X, S, rf;

(ii) if XeL^P] then \X dP is represented by t^ \Y(^ t)dP{w):
(in) y (VJ is associated to a sequence (X^) such that for almost all co, the
sequence |XJ((o) is order bounded in £, then lim sup V, and lim infV,,
represent the functions co -^ lim supXJco) and CD -^ lim infA'^(co).
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Consider now the filtration (^^®S) on ft x X, The next lemma describes
an approximation process for the stopping times relative to this
filtration. Since the arguments are standard, we give only a sketch of the
proof.
LEMMA 2.7.3. — Let T be a stopping time for the filtration (^,®E) such
that p ^ T ^ q. Then, for all £ > 0, there exists a finite partition (A^of X by
measurable sets and stopping times (a,) on fl such thatp ^ Gj ^ q and that if the
stopping time a is defined by:
(*)

cr (co, r)=^(r) a, (o),

then:
P®H{T^a}<£.
Proof. - Let kc^ and p^k^q. The set {r=A:} belongs to ^\®S,
hence there exists a set B^ which is a union of rectangles C x D with C € ^
and D € Z and such that:
P®H({T=A:})AB,)^4-

Let cr be such that { a =k} ^B^Up^s^k Byfo^ each k, p^: k ^q. Clearly, a
is a stopping time and P®^{T^a}<e. If we denote by A j the atoms of the
finite algebra of X generated by the projections on X of all the rectangles
involved, then a can be written as in (*).
THEOREM 2.7.4. — If E is a Banach lattice with an order continuous norm
and (XJ is a sequence of E-valued Bochner integrable random variables
verifying:
(i) sup,, | X^ (co) | exists for almost all (0 6 Q;
(ii) ( \Xff)
\J

is order bounded in £,

/oer

then the following inequality is satisfied:
j(lim supA^-lim infXJrfP^lim sup<, ^7. \(X^-X,)dP.
Proof. - Since the X,,'s are almost separably valued, we can assume that E
is separable, hence with a weak unit. By Lemma 2.7.1, it is enough to show
the inequality in L1 [X, 2, n]. Denote by T the set of bounded (^®Z)
stopping times and by F, the set of those which can be written as in the
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For every n, let Y^ be an ^\®S representation of X^. Let T€ T with
P^^q. It follows from Lemma 2.7.3 that for every e>0, there exists
T' 6 T, with p ^ T' < q and

V, - V,, ^ e. Hence we have:

sup^r,x^ ^r=sup^r.,T^ ^
Write now, T (co, r) = ^ 1^ (Q a, (0) for T e T, where p^a^ sup T.
fr^(P®H)=^ f f y^(co, t)dP(^)^{t)
J

JA, Jn

= LU f ^^p^sup,^,,,, f x.rfp.
Jn

Sincere

Jn

Jn

y^^(co,
r)rfP(co) represents X^rfP(co). This shows that:
'<1"
Jn
ffy^ ffsup^^Jx^p)^(r).
JJ

JA:\

Jn

/

The same proof shows that:
ffy^ ffinf^,,Jx^p)^(/).
JA'\
/
jx \
Jn

JJ

Using now Chacon's inequality of the real line, we get:

!•

(lim sup y^(co, r)—lim infy^(co, t))
^lim sup^,^ ff(y.(co, r)-yp(co, r))^P®n)

^ f |lim sup^^ [ X^P-lim inf, f X,dP\d\t.
J.vL
J"
Ja
J
By Lemma 2.7.2, we get:
(lim supX^(co)-lim infXJco))rfP(co) ^
^ [ flim sup,,^ f (X^X,}dP)d^.
-Jx\
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Replacing X by any measurable subset A, the inequality will still hold
hence:
(lim sup X^ - lim infXJ ^ lim sup^, (Xy - X,) H a. e.,
which concludes the proof.
COROLLARY 2.7.5. — (a) If E has an order continuous norm and (XJ is an
o-amart such that supJX,,((o)| exists for almost all ©eft, then (X,) order
converges a. e.
(b) The same holds when we replace the hypothesis (X^) o-amart by (XJ
supermartingale,
Proof. — (a) Follows immediately from the inequality. For (b), we notice
that for almost all CD, (X,(G))) is valued in a weakly compact order interval,
hence (XJ converges weakly to XeL1^. Consider now
Z,, = X^ - £^" [X]. We have inf, ( \Zy) = 0, thus (XJ is an o-amart which
is order convergent.
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